Coffees

Desserts
Vanilla Cheesecake
with citrus scented macerated berries and coulis

Molten Chocolate Cake
with strawberry tartar, mint syrup and chocolate sauce

Espresso

9
10

3

Macchiato Espresso with shot of steamed milk

5

Caffe Mocha Espresso, chocolate, steamed milk

5

Caffe Latte Espresso and steamed milk, hot or iced

5

Cappuccino Equal parts espresso and frothed milk

5

Rhubarb Upside Down Cake
with vanilla ice cream , rhubarb puree and vanilla cremè anglaise

Vanilla Bean Cremè Brulee

Caffeinated Hot Teas

10

Organic Darjeeling Estate

with chocolate-dipped biscotti

7

Ice Cream and Sorbet from Sebastian Joe’s

6

4

Grown high in the Himalayas, this tea is chosen for its floral,
sweet, lingering finish

Organic Earl Grey
A rich black tea with a citrus twist of first-press bergamot oil

Orange Dulce
Like a lusciously rich dessert, Orange Dulce is a
dark brew teeming with notes of orange, vanilla
and jasmine blossoms

Organic Spring Jasmine
Intoxicating Arabian Jasmine blossoms that infuse smooth, organic
China green tea leaves

Aperitifs & Dessert Wines

Decaf and Herbal Hot Teas

Muscat
Yalumba Museum Reserve - deep amber color;
rose petal, ginger and orange aromas; soft,
luscious and rich with raisined fruit and spice

6

Porto
Noval Black Porto - intensely concentrated, deep
in color, bursting with juicy red fruit and sweet
spice; an indulgent treat with dark chocolate

Ratafia
Alexis Bailly, Minnesota - red wine enhanced with oranges and
other herbs and spices; tangy citrus with vanilla notes

4

Earl Grey Decaf
Perfection of a classic, minus the caffeine. Gold-tips of rich black tea
leaves blended with a twist of deep first press bergamot oil

7
8

4

Ginger Twist
A harmonious mix of lemongrass, tropical fruits and mint, fueled with a
touch of ginger and ginseng

Organic Mint Melange
Renews and refreshes with the finest organic peppermint looseleaf teas
from the lush Middle Atlas range in Morocco
Muffuletta serves Mighty Leaf Teas, meticulously crafted whole leaf teas in
hand-crafted biodegradable silk pouches.

